
A disaster can occur at any time, on any
day. Having an emergency plan in place
that is familiar to your staff won’t stop a
disaster, but it can provide the necessary
strategy to initiate a crisis response.

One way to familiarize them with the
plan is to conduct a full-out mock crisis or
disaster drill. But that takes planning and
requires the time of everyone involved.
When your plant is running three solid
shifts of production, it’s hard to shut down
and conduct a mock emergency.  

A quicker and just as effective method
might be to conduct what we call a table-
top drill.  Gathered around the conference
room table, your disaster team will get a

chance to imagine the “what if” scenario,
and go through your plan to make sure it
can take your company from disaster to
survival.

A table top drill is a collaboratively de-
signed, facilitated and practiced realistic
emergency narrative scenario where par-
ticipants discuss an emergency and make
group decisions to resolve it. It is con-
ducted as an informal discussion, in a low
stress environment. The team discussion
inspires insight. 

A team facilitator might provide differ-
ent scenarios such as an active shooter on
the property, a plant explosion, a tornado
heading toward your building, and ask you
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to work in teams or one large group to
walk through what you would do in that
situation, using your disaster plan as your
guide. This is where you will find the gaps
needed to ensure your staff is up to speed
on your plan.

Using your plan as a guide, here are
some considerations for each scenario:
• What does the disaster management plan

say to do?
• Are we following it? 
• Who else needs to be notified?
• Who will get information to emergency

responders?
• Should the building be evacuated?
• Who has all the building keys?

In the case of an active shooter scenario,
determine if your building should evacu-
ate or go on lockdown.  Absent any ex-
tenuating circumstances such as a fire in
the immediate area, your building should
call 911 and go on lockdown rather than
evacuate. This ultimately will result in
fewer targets for the shooter(s), reduced
confusion for arriving officers, contain-
ment of the situation, and minimization of
the chance of an accidental shooting by
responding officers. 

The recommended lockdown procedure

would be to: 
• Have a signal/code. 
• Lock all doors. 
• Establish a safe area. 
• Account for employees. 
• Not open the door until deputies arrive. 
• Communicate.

Situational awareness — 
Know Your Surroundings

One area that may change after your
disaster plan is created is the building and
grounds layout. It is important to maintain
current, accurate blueprints, plant layouts
and floor plans of the building and
grounds, including information about main
leads for water, gas, electricity, cable, tele-
phone, alarm and sprinkler systems, haz-
ardous materials location, elevators and
entrances. This information is extremely
helpful, especially during a “shelter-in-
place” situation when employees are safely
locked in a designated room. 

Information should be available on the
layout of the building, including room
numbers and whether or not there is a
phone, cable television, e-mail, computers
or cell phones in the designated room. On
the building and grounds layout diagram, it
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is also helpful to highlight areas that could
pose a possible threat, e.g., the chemical
lab, welding and wood shop—areas that
could also become a haven for weapons.

Crisis response planners need to re-
view the traffic patterns and intersections
that will be affected in a major crisis.
Through this process, you can identify
locations where family members can re-
trieve their loved ones after an incident
and determine traffic safety issues law
enforcement will have to consider when
directing employees to safe areas. Keep
as many as 20 copies of the map avail-
able, preferably laminated, for emergency
personnel. 
Establish an emergency traffic plan ca-

pable of protecting emergency response
routes and accommodating traffic and
parking needs for family members, law en-
forcement and the media. The map should
illustrate these planned routes as well as:
the streets surrounding the building, inter-
sections near the building, vacant lots near
the area and the location of major utilities.
Photos can help in the essential task of

identifying employees injured, missing or
killed. In addition, in those instances
where the perpetrators’ identities are

known while the crisis is still in progress,
photos can be of great assistance to law
enforcement and SWAT teams who must
enter the building and make split-second
decisions amidst a sea of faces. 
During a crisis, calls will be coming in

from staff on the next shift. Should they
come into work? How will updates be pro-
vided to people who are not onsite? What
support services will need to be offered to
employees and their families?
Is there a key person designated in your

plan to monitor local news for events that
might affect the facility or the surround-
ing neighbors and businesses?  If this is a
gap area discovered in the drill, find a way
to correct it. Assign a media spokesperson.
Generally, this is not the same as the stake-
holder spokesperson.

What Have You Learned?
Holy Family Institute in Pittsburgh re-

cently conducted a table top drill using
their disaster plan. “The biggest take-away
from the table top exercise was the real-
ization that there are still gaps in our dis-
aster plan processes,” said Sister Linda
Yankoski, CSFN, EdD, president/CEO of
Holy Family Institute in Pittsburgh. “Our

crisis communication plan must be a liv-
ing document, and with the constant
change in technology, it became apparent
that changes and reviews to our plan
should be done more often. Our team
leaders also got a better understanding of
which staff members should be involved
in the process.”
At the end of the day, when the table

top exercise is complete, your team should
finish these sentences and use the re-
sponses as a follow up: We should keep
doing…; we should stop doing…; we
should start doing….

Using their answers, you can go back
to your disaster plan and fill in any gaps,
add new developments, and revise and re-
move anything that is now old or out-
dated.  The better prepared your facility
and staff are, the more resilient you will
be, making the recovery process that
much smoother. FSM

Dan Potterton is chief operating offi-
cer for FEI Behavioral Health. He over-
sees account management of the company
and is responsible for the oversight and
strategic direction of the company’s Crisis
Management Services. He conducts table
top drills with his clients.
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